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Treasure
Hunt

DISCOVER THE REGION

TRAIL: LES DIABLERETS - LE LÉDERREY - LE DROUTZAY- AIGUE NOIRE 

TIME: AROUND 2H00



Game’s Rule

 

With the map, the pictures and the travel notebbok, find the 13

places while hiking. Be aware some clues are well hidden!

 

 

When you find one of the items, write the letter or the number

on the right parchemin. Put the letters together and form a

word. Return to the Tourist Office to find the treasure!

 

We thank you to tell us if any of the items would suffer from the

bad weather or vandalism.

 

Good luck !!!

 

 

 

 

Fulfill the form and put it in the box to take part in our monthly

draw !*

Answer:

Last Name :                            Surname :

Address :

City :                                            Country :

 

*Winners will be notified by mail.



Keep going on the same road and you will arrive at the forest.

Your clue faces the river.

Take the footpath on your left and keep going through the forest until you

find a bridge, cross it and have a look on the left at the end.

Come back to the Tourist Office, you will then put your answer in the box

and maybe win the treasure.

Place 12

Place 13

Finish Line



You will have to do the slalom exercise to find the next clue

Leaving the forest, you will arrive at a pic nic place.

Your stop is behind the fontain.

Place 11

Place 9

Place 10

Your hike will bring you on the Route d’Aigue, another clue

is waiting for you at the fontain.



Your hike begins at the Tourist Office, goes behind the

church, crosses the bridge and goes left next to the river

Look for the first clue at the end of the bridge

on the left side.

Walk along the river against the stream. Then cross the road and keep

going behind the Eurotel Victoria. Your next stop is at the entrance of

the Domaine des Sources.

Place 1

Place 2

Starting point



Take the path on the left and follow the river. You will arrive at a

wooden bridge. The clue is on the left at the entrance of that bridge.

Go on the path next to the river, at the fork take the footpath on

your right and go in the forest. Clue number 3 is waiting for you

under the bench.

We you will be out of the forest go left cross the bridge and follow the

footpath on the right. You will then join another road. At that point cross

the river again and you will find a new clue on the parking lot.

Place 3

Place 4

Place 5



Cross the bridge and take the path on the right. Clue number 6

is near the parallele bars. Then, follow the footpath, cross the

road and go up in the forest.

Further into the woods you will see a big rock. At its foot

stands clue number 8.

Behind the rock at the next exercise you will find the new clue.

Then, keep following the same path.

Place 6

Place 7

Place 8


